







Abstract:

 In this article the issues of Jihad, terrorism and the role

of religious seminaries have been discussed specially after 9/11.

It has been found that there is no relationship in these three.

Jihad is basically for the defence of Islam and may become

obligatory for a Muslim. While the terrorism has no specific noble

cause and even there is no specific definition of terrorism. In

many cases a freedom fighter of a nation is terrorist of other

nation. 

This is why different nations usually use the term terrorist

for their opponents. Of course this is not justified. In this article

the relationship between terrorism and religious seminaries has

been discussed in detail. Generally religious seminaries are for

religious education. Common people have soft corner for these

seminaries and they help them to run. After 9/11 terrorism has

become a popular term around the world and re l ig ious

seminaries were targeted as the nurseries of terrorism in different

countries like Afghanistan and Pakistan. It was due to the

involvement of some madressahs in Afghan war. In this new

scenario religious seminaries started countering the allegations

against them. In this way the issue has been divided into three

phases hence have been discussed in this article in three stages:

First Phase:In this phase Jihad has been discussed as

 





an Islamic teaching and presented in simplified manner. Some

unique interpretations of some jihadi groups have also been

criticized and pure Islamic values have been emphasized. 

Second Phase:In this stage the issue of terrorism has

been discussed. Generally terrorism means killing and terrorizing

people or attacking on lives and properties of civilians. Tagging

this terrorism with Islam and Muslims is itself seems to be a

conspiracy against a religion of peace and prosperity where

killing of entire human of one human being is called killing 

being. Third Phase:In this phase the role of religious seminaries

has been discussed in length, specially ideological and spiritual

aspects have been highlighted. During discussion a critical

approach has been maintained so that some doubtful role of

some seminaries could been included. 
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 The term  terrorism   means premeditated, politically

motivated violence perpetrated against non-combatant

targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents. Usually

intended to influence an audience."17




 
 






 

















  




 

 

 


 



 



 

































 





 










 Every nation in every region now has a decision to make,either you

either you are with us or you are with the terrorists" 20
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